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In order to illustrate these ideas we consider in detail two model problems, one 
suggested by a model from statistical physics and the other by a model from genetics. 
Useful tools in the study of the qualitative behavior of these systems include scaling 
in space and time, multiple time scales, large deviation theory, averaging, and 
singular perturbation. 
Plurisubharmonic Functions and Conformal Diffusions 
M. Fukushima, Osaka University, Japan 
Let D be a domain of C n. A function u(z) on D taking values in [-oo, +oo) is 
called plurisubharmonic (psh) if u c L~oc(D), ~d (02U/OZk aZj)¢k¢j is a positive k,, / :  1 
distribution for any ~: and u(z)=infv(z)ess SUpz,~V(z)u(z'), z c D. A Cn-valued 
stochastic process Z,, t c [0, 7), defined up to a predictable stopping time ~ is called 
a conformal martingale if zk^n, and zk^n,Z~^,, are continuous local martingales 
for any k, j and for any stopping time 7/' < 7- If u is a bounded smooth psh function 
and Z, is a conformal martingale, then u(Zt) is a submartingale. Above two notions 
are also well defined on a complex manifold M. In particular, a diffusion process 
D = (Z,, Pz) on M is said to be a conformal diffusion if D admits no killing inside 
M and ~h(Z,), t<ru, is a conformal martingale with respect o Pz, z6 U, for any 
coordinate neighbourhood (U, 4'). 
In this talk, potential theoretic notions related to psh functions (pluripolar sets, 
plurifine continuity etc.) will be linked to the probabilistic notions of conformal 
martingales and conformal diffusions and furthermore to the analytical notions of 
the capacity and Dirichlet forms defined respectively by 
c.(E)=-f u*(z) dV(z) and ~(u,v)=f  duAdCvA(dd~p) "-~ 
for the extremal function u* and for psh functions p. Here, V denotes the Lebesgue 
measure on D and (dd~p) "-~ is the closed positive current of bidegree n -1  
introduced by E. Bedford and B.A. Taylor. 
Some Limit Theorems for Markov Processes Associated with the Boltzmann Equation 
Tadahisa Funaki, Nagoya University, Japan 
The nonlinear Boltzmann equation is written as 
°f +~'Vxf=Q[f f ] ,  f(0) =fo, f=f(t,x,~),  at 
where x ~ D is the position and ~: is the velocity of particles. Q is a collision integral ' 
which is determined from intermolecular potential. 
